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‘Never stop learning; for when we stop learning, we stop growing.’ 

          

              

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Children, you all must have read or seen a few fantasy tales filled with magical and adventurous 

episodes like Cinderella, The Sleeping Beauty and Little Red Riding Hood. 

Today, we are going to read an extract from Lewis Carroll’s novel ‘Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland’. It is a lovely story of a young girl named Alice, who wishes for a more exciting 

world, follows a rabbit and takes a magical journey through a rabbit hole to a place called 

Wonderland. 

She finds a golden key and a tiny door that it fits. Beyond the door lies a beautiful garden. Alice 

wants to go into the garden, but cannot, as the height of the door is very short (only 15 inches). 

Alice finds a bottle on which it is written “DRINK ME” and when she drinks the liquid from it, 

she turns into a little, short girl (ten inches tall). Unfortunately, she still can’t get through the 

door because she left the key on the table and could not reach it anymore. 

   STEP 1: Watch a movie based on the novel ‘Alice in 

Wonderland’ through the given link:      

                  https://youtu.be/KZiYYflms-w 

  STEP 2: Read the first half of the text (Pg 4-7 ) and 

underline important words and ideas.(Please note the 

scanned pages of the lessons have been added 

towards the end of this Lesson Plan) 

  STEP 3: Revise the text through the following notes.                

 

INTRODUCTION 

https://youtu.be/KZiYYflms-w
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She then sees a tiny cake which says “EAT ME”. She eats it and it makes her as tall as a tree (9 

feet tall). Alice starts crying and her “gallons” of tears create a huge pool and Alice finds herself 

swimming in it. The White Rabbit rushes by and, scared at the sight of the giant girl, drops his 

gloves and fan. Alice picks up the fan which causes her to shrink until she almost disappears. 

 

 

❖ While swimming in the pool of tears, a mouse which she thought must be a walrus or 

hippopotamus, splashes about in the pool. 

❖  Alice tries to start a conversation with the Mouse in a foolish way. She begins to talk 

about her pet cat, Dinah, and her fantastic skills in prey-catching. 

❖ Listening to this, the Mouse gets scared and jumps out of the pool. It instantly starts 

disliking her. Alice, after realizing her mistake, promises not to talk about cats or dogs as 

mice don’t like either of them! 

❖ The Mouse offers to tell her its long and sad tale (story) on the shore of the pool. Alice 

notices that the pool of tears now contains several other strange animals. She swims to 

the shore and the other creatures follow her.  

❖ The Mouse started with his long and sad tale as follows: 

                                                            

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE LESSON 
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QUESTION-ANSWERS   

 (to be done in a notebook) 

Ques1. Multiple choice questions- 

i) What did Alice think the mouse was when she saw him at first? 

(a) lion 

(b) rabbit 

(c) hippopotamus 

ii) What made Alice shrink? 

(a) the rabbit 

(b) the fan 

(c) Dinah  

iii) What animal splashed about in the pool of tears and joined Alice? 

(a) a dolphin 

(b) a cat 

(c) a mouse 

Ques2. What happened to Alice when she drank the liquid from the bottle? 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Ques3. If you were in place of Alice, would you follow a white rabbit down a rabbit hole? 

Give reasons to support your answer. 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

           LET’S RECALL 
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Match the word pairs in Column A with their contractions in Column B:-  

                        Column A                                    Column B 

       1)                    is not                                           a)       I’m  

       2)                  are not                                          b)      he’s 

       3)                   do not                                          c)       they’re 

       4)                  can not                                         d)       isn’t 

       5)                     I am                                            e)       don’t 

       6)                   she is                                            f)        aren’t 

       7)                     he is                                            g)       can’t 

       8)                  they are                                        h)        she’s 

                                 
 

                                          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FUN TIME 

 

Help your mother in 

washing and arranging 

the utensils everyday. 

Write (in a diary or notebook) 

about your experience while 

sharing the work with your 

family members. 

Water the plants at 

your home at least 3 

times in a week.     
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